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Abstract: Software-defined networking (SDN) may be a comparatively advanced methodology for implementing 

communication networks. SDN separates the choice maker, known as the management plane that decides wherever packets 

area unit sent, from the underlying infrastructure, known as the information plane, that forwards packets to the set 

destination. A new rising normal for SDN is that the OpenFlow normal, which incorporates a uniform protocol for 

communications between the management plane and also the knowledge plane. This study analyses the extent to that the 

situation of OpenFlow controllers have an effect on the performance of an OpenFlow network. The analysis is undertaken 

victimization the OMNeT++ INET Framework distinct events network machine. By analyzing key network metrics together 

with round-trip-time (RTT) and knowledge transfer rate (DTR), the results indicate the situation of the controller 

incorporates a demonstrable have an effect on the performance of the network.  

 

Index Terms: Network Performance, Software- Outlined Networks, OMNeT++. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION              

        In the previous few years network technologies are improved considerably in performance, complexity, practicality and 

different aspects, due to current wants and requirements of the fashionable world. The net protocol suite, wide called TCP/IP, could 

be a networking model and also the basic communication language or protocols accustomed connect hosts on the net. TCP/IP is 

that the best far-famed protocol suits these days due to the winning development of the net, and therefore helpful to check the 

behaviors of this protocol any, by creating use of simulations. The new sort of network which will be programmed by code 

applications supported network software as a controller for various wants and functions. It facilitates this spec and protocol styles.  

         OpenFlow is considered the primary standardized communication interface that sits between the forwarding and controls 

layers of SDN design. SDN has developed the OpenFlow protocol as a key enabler, that provides versatile management of the 

forwarding plane of network devices as a message money handler between AN OpenFlow controller and OpenFlow switches [1]. 

Moreover, the procedures for control knowledge transmission between network components of OpenFlow may give economical 

level of performance, high consistency, and additional property also as rigorous standards of knowledge protection. For any new 

network protocol there square measure many approaches to check acceptableness, performance and analysis. one among the 

approaches is to perform a simulation, that has several blessings like finding value, flexibility, measurability, repeatability, and 

accessibility for several functions, and also the simulation is quicker than real time in several cases. However, the simulation speed 

may be quicker or slower than the important time. On the opposite hand, approaches that square measure running real devices, real 

operational systems and applications will deliver additional realistic testing results, however it's expensive to make an outsized 

experimental test-bed, and it's not simply accessible by industrial or world unless they own it. As a result, mistreatment simulations 

square measure easier that they need no real operational systems and applications. Network carriers tried to deal with distributed 

environments by developing new technical solutions of routing protocols. However, there's solely restricted info on the performance 

of every, and realistic performance comparisons don't seem to be wide offered. Until now, only a few performance evaluations of 

OpenFlow architectures mistreatment OMNeT++ exist. Simulation tools will give additional appropriate task of coming up with, 

building, and testing for users with sensible feedback once developing planet systems.  

        Another advantage of simulators is that they permit the analysis among numerous network metrics and validation mechanisms 

to get results that don't seem to be through an experiment measurable on larger geographically distributed architectures. Our 

OMNeT++ simulation results square measure as correct as those obtained from multiple running of the simulation to preserve 

accuracy of the simulation approach. This paper aims to judge simulations between OpenFlow and TCP/IP module, and to analyze 

the impact of various networks on a range of performance metrics, as example knowledge Transmission Rate (DTR) and also the 

mean round-trip-time (RTT) for the nodes within the investigated networks. 

 

III. COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND SIMULATION FRAMEWORK 

        One among the foremost necessary communication protocols is that the web Protocol Suite, TCP/IP, used for communication 

over the web and similar networks. This networking model was created to produce property between 2 nodes within the network, 

by specifying however information ought to be transmitted, formatted, addressed, routed and received at the destination. The TCP/IP 

framework design was developed when the OSI abstract model as a result of the origins of the web were enforced victimization the 

popular TCP/IP suite throughout the unfold of the planet Wide net [2]. Moreover, most vendors and huge package customer’s most 
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popular victimization this model instead of OSI because of the actual fact that TCP/IP will meet international standards within 

which the OSI model couldn't offer. Table one show a facet by facet comparison of the OSI, TCP/IP, and SDN models.  

IV. RELATED WORKS 

        This paper focuses on evaluating and analyzing networks performance and results, during this regards we have a tendency to 

use OMNeT++ network machine. OMNeT++ has several benefits as a network machine it’s been used wide in analysis world fields 

because; it's ready to simulate producing, crowd management, airports and prediction. OMNeT++ is scalable as its all simulated 

modules square measure enforced as C++ modules and those they square measure joined along as one method [7], [9], [10]. 

Moreover, OMNeT++ will modify parameters like link information measure and delay additionally its potential to change 

configuration of network size, quality pattern or speed for performance results corrections [11]. Once time worries in OMNeT++ 

the performance results ought to be continual for correction and accuracy. OMNeT++ supports OpenFlow network as Associate in 

nursing extension of INET framework together with spanning tree protocol (STP). 

V. SIMULATION SETUP FOR EXPERIMENTATION 

        This section presents the simulation eventualities of the OpenFlow module in terms of analyzing the results, to seek out that 

model behaves quicker and additional economical. Additionally, we have a tendency to accumulate the simulation eventualities by 

finding out performance metrics with relation to the round-trip-time and it’s mean. 

 

Fig. 1:OmNet++  simulator 

      That represents Australian states as shown in Fig. 1. This Australian topology was created with eight locations, representing 

urban center cities by cloud domains for OpenFlow eventualities. Wherever the OpenFlow cloud domain contains of 1 host, one 

OpenFlow switch, and outwardly connected to a tool referred to as controller (standard server). The controller is placed within the 

network and directly connected via a separate link to the various OpenFlow switches (see Fig.4). Additionally, this single OpenFlow 

manage gentler additionally has connections through separate control links to all or any eight state domains. At intervals every 

topology, a brand new OMNeT++ channel kind is outlined (distance channel) to attach these totally different network state domains.  

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

        This paper has given network metrics and topologies of our study, followed by evaluating the performance of the OpenFlow 

protocol. The results indicate that the performance of the OpenFlow network was full of the position of the central controller As for 

future studies, we'll extend OpenFlow model to a lot of refined design in order that it may be used for distributed communication 

setting supported intelligent agents to exchange data. Therefore, it might be deployed to several completely different environments 

like fireplace frightening and road traffic systems.  
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